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Relics of Alabama railroads featured on film 
In his classic homage to the passing of the American pas-
senger train, City of New Orleans, singer-composer Arlo 
Guthrie sang about the “disappearing railroad blues.”  An-
other heralder of the American past, Glenn Wills has also 
recorded the disappearance of the country’s railroad legacy, 
in this case  through timeless photographs of railroad relics 
scattered across the Alabama landscape. 
 

A railfan himself, Wills has taken hundreds of photos of 
abandoned railroad artifacts as part of his larger work of 
documenting what he calls “forgotten Alabama,” which 
became the title for two volumes of photography of old and 
forgotten places and things across Alabama.  Wills will be 
presenting a talk and slide presentation of his railroad sub-
jects, followed by a book signing at the July 15 meeting of 
the Mid-South Chapter. 
 

What started as a chance encounter of noticing an old car along the highway and not having a camera, became Will’s 
mission. Over the course of the last ten years, he has visited all of Alabama’s 67 counties, logged 30,000 miles and 
took close to 15,000 photographs. Be it an old house, an abandoned store, a derelict bridge or any number of other 
physical reminders of the past, all of these played a role in our lives at one point. Glenn felt the need to save those 
memories in a book, Forgotten Alabama.  His Facebook page tells the story in his own words: 
 

“The reminders of our past still remain even though they have abandoned and forgotten. I started this journey eight 
years ago (and) what was a chance encounter driving on US 280 became a passion. To document these reminders of 

the past while they still exist, I began to seek out what would turn out to be thousands of 
houses, stores, cars, bridges, churches, barns, etc. The summer of 2013 was when I laid 
out my plans. I spent about 300-400 hours carefully mapping the entire state of Alabama. 
I divided the state up into 16 manageable sections. I converted those into maps my GPS 
could read.  
 

“I would only shoot in winter because the leaves are gone, the kudzu is temporarily 
abated and the skies tended to be dark and gloomy. My days would start before sunup and 
usually run 14 hours. Each trip was around 500 miles and there were many of these trips. 
I would wager I have seen more of Alabama than 99% of its inhabitants” 
 

Join your fellow Mid-South members and guests this Saturday for the annual Chapter pic-
nic at 12Noon, followed by Glenn Wills presentation and book signing beginning at 2PM. 

Don’t	forget	the	Chapter	picnic	starting	at	noon	Saturday,	July	15th!	

Abandoned AB&C “pay car” at Bessemer, Alabama 

Glenn Wills 
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The	 Mid‐South	 Flyer	 is	 published	 quar‐
terly	by	the	Mid‐South	Chapter	of	the	Rail‐
way	 &	 Locomotive	 Historical	 Society	
(R&LHS),	 Inc.	 The	R&LHS	 is	 a	 non‐profit	
educational	organization	dedicated	to	the	
study	and	preservation	of	railroad	history.	
National	 and	 chapter	 dues	 are	 $50	 and	
include	 subscriptions	 to	 the	 Society’s	
twice‐yearly	 magazine	 Railroad	 History	
and	 quarterly	 newsletter,	 and	 the	 chap‐
ter’s	 e‐newsletter,	 the	 Mid‐South	 Flyer.	
Membership	 applications	 for	 R&LHS	 and	
the	 Mid‐South	 Chapter	 are	 available	 on	
the	 Internet	 at	 rlhs.org.	 Contributions,	
article	 ideas	 and	 reader	 comments	 are	
encouraged	and		may	be	emailed	to:	
	

Marvin	Clemons,	Editor	
Email:	mclemonsjr@gmail.com	

	

David	Lester,	Contributing	Editor	
Email:	davidclester@comcast.net	

	

John	Stewart,	Contributing	Editor	
Email:	bhamrails@gmail.com	

Summertime is a great time for kicking back and soak-
ing up some good railroad writing.  Nothing too heavy 
or mind-bending, just something light and casual for 
chilling out. 
 

With that in mind, we turn our attention to some entertaining yet informative 
writing by two of our editorial stalwarts, Lyle Key and Stan Burnett.  Lyle 
tells the story of “the wayward fan” with some insights into the Railway Ex-
press Agency.  It will make you appreciate the value of today’s parcel track-
ing! 
 

Stan Burnett brings us a look back a memorable rail trip from the 1960s, when  
passenger trains still connected in the remotest of places and an overnight trip 
included rides in the vestibule and a sumptuous breakfast aboard a classic 
streamliner.  Could it possibly have been almost a half century since it all 
went away? 
 

Taking a diverging route from our usual original material, we’re filling out 
this issue with the reprint of a great article on the Seaboard Air Line’s Bir-
mingham Sub by Birmingham native Jeff Harwell, reprinted by permission of 
the ACL-SAL RR Historical Society.  Jeff’s father, William, was on the scene 
in the 1960s to shoot some great photography around the Birmingham District.  
I know you will enjoy Bill’s vintage photos and Jeff’s well-written article on a 
personal favorite.  Happy reading!  

    Marv Clemons, Editor 
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Remember to Visit and View… 
 
Our wonderful website maintained by Lamont Downs. 
Our wonderful newsletter produced by Marvin Clemons. 
The Frank Ardrey photographs exhibit in the Leeds Historic Depot (work in progress) 
The large-format historic railroad photographs and captions on the Baggage Room walls at the Leeds Depot. 
The initial digital archives on Flickr (“Alabama Center for Railroad History and Archives”) in process and being 

added to as more items are scanned.  Be thinking about providing some of your own historic photographs 
or collections for the digital archives.  Watch for more about this in the coming months. 

Some of the 130 Historic Birmingham Mineral Railroad signs that have been installed in 6 counties throughout 
central Alabama. 

SOON TO BE OPENED:  The new Amtrak station in downtown Birmingham.  When you go see the new station, 
take a look at the platform and shed (supports and roof structure above the platform). They were built in 
the early 1930’s as part of the L&N Union Station, and they are still in use today. 
 

Chapter Presence at Southeastern Region National Model Railroad Association Convention in Bessemer  
 
Thanks to the generosity of event coordinator John Stewart, the Mid-South Chapter had an information and re-
cruitment table at the recent SER NMRA Convention.  John Troulias and Warren Jones did a great job of staffing 
the table throughout the entire two-day event and got to talk to a lot of attendees about our chapter and the na-
tional organization.  Our thanks to you all. 
 
At the convention, the Mid-South Chapter was further represented by chapter members John Stewart, Marvin 
Clemons, and James Lowery who made presentations on various historic railroad topics.  Several other Chapter 
members also attended the convention and several Chapter members hosted the convention attendees at model 
train layouts in their homes. 

 
Chapter “interfaces” with other historic facilities and groups   
 
This is not really a specific part of Mid-South Chapter activities, but it is going on as part of the Historic Birming-
ham Mineral Railroad Signs Project, so I wanted to let you know about it.  Local historians, historic Alabama de-
pots, and local/county historical societies are benefiting from the historic research being conducted as part of the 
Historic Birmingham Mineral Railroad Signs Project.  A tremendous amount of that research is being done by 
Chapter member Tom Denney who has found historic railroad and mining articles, documents, reports, advertise-
ments, photographs, maps, underground mine maps, etc., of facilities that were located throughout Alabama.  The 
amazing thing about his research is that he is finding resources and historic information about Alabama in publica-
tions all over the United States!  As he finds those, I have been passing them on to the appropriate Alabama histo-
rians, railroad museums, local/county historical museums, individuals, etc.  They all have appreciated getting 
these resources that they were not aware of.  Thank you, Tom for your great research and historical knowledge. 
 
Another interface with other groups and facilities that is occurring as part of the Chapter’s projects and members’ 
expertise is presentations to historical societies, library and museum groups, and general audiences on such topics 
as the Historic Birmingham Mineral Railroad Signs Project, Great Temple of Travel, Birmingham Rails, etc.  I am 
sure that there are other presentations that I have not listed here.  Thank you to all our members who are making 
historic presentations throughout the community. 

	

Mid‐South	Chapter	Update		
	

Reported	by	James	Lowery,	Chapter	President	
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  Preservation News 
 

Southern Railway’s Finley Roundhouse achieves 
“Places in Peril” status, step towards preservation	

The remains of Birmingham’s Finley round-
house, once the largest and most modern steam 
locomotive shop on the Southern Railway sys-
tem, have moved a step closer to possible pres-
ervation. 
 
The Alabama Trust for Historic Preservation 
and Alabama Historical Commission have listed 
the historic railroad structure as one of five 
“2017 Places in Peril.”  According to their an-
nouncement, much of Birmingham’s early 20th 
century industrial architecture, such as the once 
magnificent Terminal Station, has been ne-
glected or demolished. A handful of surviving 
railroad stations and maintenance facilities now 
stand derelict, and although much of what sur-
vives is in poor condition, some like Finley 
roundhouse require urgent attention lest the hand of time erase it from Alabama’s landscape 
 
The Southern Railroad Company built Finley Roundhouse in northwest Birmingham to service its locomotives in 
1915, when the city’s iron and steel production made it a hub of railroad operations. The Roundhouse and adjacent 
rail yard were named for the company’s recently deceased president, William Finley. 
 
Like much other industrial architecture of the time, the Roundhouse was built with steel reinforced concrete walls and 
roofs. These provided large open spaces for working on enormous locomotives. A double band of clerestory windows 
under the elevated central portion of the nearly flat roof washes the 25 engine berths in the spacious interior with 
natural light. Although the railroad tracks inside the building and the 90-foot diameter turntable that sat in the semi-
circular courtyard outside have been removed, the Spartan character of the cavernous interior remains as a testament 
to Birmingham’s industrial might during the early twentieth century. 
 
Steam locomotives were replaced by diesel and railroads were challenged by trucks. In 1952, the Roundhouse was 
converted into a cold storage warehouse and a rectangular warehouse was built adjacent to it. The evolution of con-
tainerized shipping changed Southern’s business model and in 2003 the Roundhouse and warehouse closed. A decade 
later a tornado damaged the roof of the 1952 warehouse, but the monolithic Roundhouse continues to stand high and 
dry, a fitting legacy to the role of rail transportation in Birmingham’s once prosperous iron and steel industry. 
 
In 2012, a local teenaged railroad enthusiast, Khari Marquette, has started a “Save the Finley Roundhouse” group and 
social media campaign on Facebook. Over the years Marquette garnered support from a number of preservation-
minded organizations, including the Mid-South Chapter of the Railway & Locomotive Historical Society, the Jeffer-
son County Historical Commission, and the Jefferson County Historical Association, each of which have endorsed 
the significance of the Finley Roundhouse and recognized the urgent threat caused by its abandonment. Marquette is 
forming a non-profit group to promote the preservation and revitalization of the remarkable reinforced concrete struc-
ture, which is one of only two roundhouses left in Birmingham and the largest of its type in Alabama. For more infor-
mation on this cathedral of industrial architecture, see “Save the Finley Roundhouse” on Facebook or contact Khari 
Marquette at kharimarquette@gmail.com. 

Remains of Southern Railway’s Finley roundhouse 
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    Personal Recollections 

 

RAILWAY EXPRESS AND THE FLOOR FAN 
 

 By Lyle Key (cdkrlk@comcast.net) 

  

B efore there was a UPS or FedEx, the Railway Express Agency and 

successor REA Express (collectively referred to as “REA”) were inte-

gral parts of the railroad scene.  The company’s distinctive “red dia-

mond” logo was displayed at railroad stations large and small as well as on the 

ubiquitous green trucks that were used for pick up and delivery.  A few “elite” 

passenger trains like the City of Miami didn’t handle express shipments, but 

many of Birmingham’s workhorse trains like the Sunnyland were heavily laden 

with express and other “head-end” traffic while light on passengers.  Among 

the head-end cars on those trains, one might see baggage type cars lettered 

“Railway Express Agency,” express refers, and express boxcars in the familiar 

green with the red diamond logo. 

 

 REA flourished in a time long before anyone dreamed of the overnight package service that everyone now 

takes for granted.  Also, who could have imagined reliable tracking systems that shippers and receivers could ac-

cess through their personal computers.  Even so, REA was beginning to flounder by the ‘60’s despite its nationwide 

franchise and name recognition.  Motor carriers were providing formidable competition with their less-than-

truckload service, and Greyhound and Trailways were offering reliable express service with their buses.  REA had 

built its business around the nation’s once expansive rail passenger service, and that service was contracting and 

getting less reliable just as the expanding interstate highway system was enabling the motor carriers and bus lines to 

provide tougher competition.  To make matters worse, air freight had become a viable option for really “hot” ship-

ments. 

 

 I graduated from Shades Valley High School in May of 1963 and decided to go ahead and start college that 

summer.  There were lots of advantages to starting during the more relaxed summer quarter, but one major draw-

back was the heat and humidity of summertime in Auburn.  For instance, ROTC was mandatory for freshmen, and 

in order to avoid the mid-day heat, we always hit the drill field at 0700.  Since my dorm room at Magnolia Hall was 

not going to be air-conditioned, I took along a big, round floor fan that at least would keep the air circulating. 

 

 In late August, with the end of the quarter approaching, I decided that I would send the floor fan back to 

my parents’ house in Birmingham via REA Express.  My father had stopped using REA altogether because of some 

badly delayed shipments, and he suggested that I use Greyhound’s package service instead.  The idea of using 

Greyhound seemed very disloyal to an idealistic young railfan, and it didn’t seem possible that REA could foul up a 

shipment that was going a mere 129.7 miles.  Determined to do my part to support a rail-related business, I found a 

large box, carefully wrapped the floor fan, and tendered it to REA for the journey to Birmingham.  A few days 

later, I caught the westbound Piedmont Limited at the Auburn depot and rode it to Montgomery where I connected 
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with the northbound Pan American.  The floor fan hadn’t beaten me home, but I was confident that it would arrive 

before I returned to Auburn for the fall quarter. 

 

 Mid-September arrived, but the floor fan did not.  I called REA and talked to a man who doubtless had 

heard many similar tales of woe.  Since REA didn’t have a system for tracking packages in transit, he was as 

much in the dark as I was when it came to the whereabouts of my floor fan.  “Just be patient,” he counseled, “It’s 

bound to show up eventually.”  Needless to say, I didn’t find his statement very reassuring.   

 

 I returned to Auburn shortly after my unenlightening conversation with the man at REA, and by early Oc-

tober, I had given up on seeing my floor fan again.  The only thing left was to file a claim for the lost shipment, 

but by late October, I still hadn’t found time to go to the depot to attend to that matter.  Then toward the end of the 

month, I received a letter from my mother with the startling news that REA Express had delivered the floor fan!  It 

had taken two months to transport the floor fan just 129.7 miles, and I often have wondered where it was during 

that time.  Perhaps it was placed in a dark corner of the freight house in Auburn or Opelika and forgotten for sev-

eral weeks or perhaps it got misrouted to some far away place like Miami, San Francisco, or Bangor, Maine.  At 

least the REA man in Birmingham was prophetic when he said, “It’s bound to show up eventually.” 

 
 After my experience with the floor fan, I wasn’t at all surprised when REA Express went out of business 

in November 1975.  It always is sad when a long-lived institution like REA passes from the scene, but at least 

companies like FedEx and UPS have filled the breach with nationwide and even worldwide delivery service that’s 

fast, reliable, and easy to track.  Even so, many of us old-timers still miss the express cars on passenger trains, the 

bright red diamond logo, and all those green REA trucks. 

In October 1968, a REA Express car containing refrigerated produce awaits its connecting train at Birmingham Terminal 
Station. (Don Phillips photo, Marvin Clemons collection) 
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 (Reprinted with permission from the ACL-SAL RR Historical Society) 
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I n a previous edition of the Mid-South Flyer, I recounted a story about an unplanned trip to New Orleans on 

the L&N’s last Sugar Bowl Special.  Back in the day, a fellow railfan, Marvin Clemons, and I made a num-

ber of such impromptu short weekend trips on trains that ran out of Birmingham. It's hard to imagine now, 

but in the early 1960s you still had more than one departure time on any passenger train route out of Birmingham, 

and you could make connections not only at terminals, but also at smaller towns and cities along the route.  

 

 On this particular weekend in 1965, we 

wanted to see some new “track mileage”, and did 

not have much time available.  Glancing at the 

L&N timetable, we noted that one possible trip, 

which could be done in much less than 24 hours, 

would be an overnight trip to Huntsville using the 

L&N from Birmingham to Decatur, and then rid-

ing the Southern from Decatur to Huntsville.  The 

connection in Decatur would be with Southern’s 

Tennessean, a passenger train we had never rid-

den, over mileage that we had not yet covered. 

 

The trains involved would be the L&N’s 

local, Number Four from Birmingham to Decatur, 

connecting to the Southern Tennessean to Hunts-

ville.  After a short wait in Huntsville, we would 

ride the Tennessean back to Decatur, and then 

connect to the Hummingbird in Decatur for the 

ride back to Birmingham.  It’s really incredible, 

compared to today, what you could do by rail even 

as late as the 1960’s. 

 

We hurriedly prepared for the trip (not too 

much to do but get a tooth brush and borrow 

$20.00 from your family), and rushed down to the 

L&N station, located where Amtrak still calls to-

day.  We bought our tickets then headed upstairs to 

catch Number Four. 

  Railfan Ramblings 
 

A Local, the Humming Bird, and  
a Kentucky ham & egg breakfast 

 

By Stan Burnett (stan7742@otelco.net) 
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The trip north from Birmingham to Decatur was probably routine for the train crew, but not so for us.  

There weren’t many passengers on the train, so the flagman had plenty of time to share stories about the “old 

days."  Then, as we pulled into a siding just north of Cullman, he invited us out into the rear vestibule for our meet 

with the southbound South Wind. 

 

I’m not sure what month or time of year we made this 

trip, but I believe that the South Wind still had it’s long winter 

season consist.  And what a passenger train it was, with a pair of 

ACL diesels and lots of tuscan red Pennsylvania Railroad passen-

ger cars, all flash and speed as it roared past us in the siding! 

 

Soon we were in Decatur, and shortly after deboarding 

we hopped aboard Southern's Tennessean for the brief ride to 

Huntsville.  Immediately after leaving the Decatur station we 

crossed the Tennessee River on the Southern’s impressive bridge.  

The route from the north end of the bridge to Huntsville is along 

level river bottom on tangent track, where we made great time.  

Along the way we sauntered back through the Pullman for a look 

out the rear window, but were quickly escorted back to our coach 

seats by a not so friendly conductor.  “So much for ‘Southern’ 

hospitality,” I thought. 

 

Arriving in Huntsville, we had some time to kill before the arrival of the westbound Tennesean, and won-

dered what we would be able to do for the next couple of hours.  The depot agent wasn't interested in our com-

pany, so we struck up a conversation with  the driver who delivered the mail off the passenger trains to the Hunts-

ville post office.  The driver used his own pick-up truck, which made it an official postal vehicle. 

 

With nothing better to do, we hitched a ride with him to the Post Office to deliver the mail off the Ten-

nessean.  We'd only traveled a few blocks when we were pulled over for turning right on red, which was not per-

mitted at the time.  Our new friend pointed to the post office sign on his truck, and the officer waved us on.  Need-

less to say, we were elated by our new found im-

portance as guardians of the U.S. mail! 

 

Without further delay, we delivered the sacks of 

mail and picked up more sacks for the westbound 

Tennessean.  Since the driver had some time be-

fore the train’s scheduled stop in Huntsville, we 

cruised into an all night beanery for a cup of coffee.  

After the short ride back to the depot, we thanked 

our new friend for the adventure and boarded the 

westbound Tennessean for the quick trip back to 

Decatur. 

 

View of joint L&N/Southern Decatur depot looking 
south.  L&N track to Birmingham curves left, South‐
ern to Memphis curves right.   (Clemons collection) 

Southern’s historic Huntsville depot (Clemons collection) 
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A real treat awaited us in Decatur, 

the return to Birmingham on the L&N's de-

luxe Hummingbird.  The “Bird” soon ar-

rived off the bridge for its stop at the Deca-

tur depot. We boarded the train and, having 

looked at the timetable and talked to the con-

ductor, hurried to a nearby vestibule for the 

scheduled meet with the northbound South 

Wind.  As we held the end of the double 

track at Decatur Yard, the South Wind 

showed up on the mainline, running like its 

name implied.  It had three Pennsylvania 

diesels and plenty of Pennsy equipment, in-

cluding a round-end observation car. 

 

In stating that the two South Wind 

trains were the highlights of the trip, I do not at all mean to imply at all that the Hummingbird was any secondary 

player.  First of all it was a long train, and had to make two stops at the Decatur station to accommodate passen-

gers.  The train carried coaches and Pullmans from St. Louis to Montgomery, Chicago to Mobile, and Cincinnati 

to New Orleans.  And then there was the full-length diner featuring L&N's delicious “Kentucky Ham Breakfast,” a 

photo of which was prominently displayed on the back of L&N's public timetables. 

 

We were concerned that the short trip back to Birmingham might not permit us time to eat, but learned we 

would if we answered the first call to the diner.  And I'm sure glad we did, because my country ham breakfast was 

the culinary highlight of my entire railfan experience!  

Well, OK, maybe the griddlecakes on the Illinois Cen-

tral's City of Miami could share honors. 

 

 But it was the "accompaniment" to breakfast that 

made the experience so memorable.  Seated in the dining 

car as our long train wound through the hills of north 

Alabama in the early morning mists, while enjoying a 

delicious breakfast on a crisp white linen tablecloth with 

a live flower in the window vase, was almost too much 

for the senses, and a memory to cherish forever! 

 

 One of the things that is so amazing to realize is 

that all I've described was a matter of routine back then.  

It was not unusual, and could be experienced on any day.  

Marvin and I count that trip as one of the best short trips 

we ever had.  We both made other trips that were longer, 

but mile for mile, that trip could not be surpassed. 

The northbound South Wind led by PRR diesels meets the L&N’s Hummingbird 
at the south end of double track at Decatur Yard (Marvin Clemons photo) 
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Golden Era Classics 

Cutting through the morning mist — While not the Humming Bird described in Stan Burnett’s previous article, 
this early morning shot of the Pan American coasting down grade near Hayden, AL certainly captures the feeling.  
Credit Hugh Comer with this ethereal photo from March 1946.  Below, another atmospheric shot shows the 
southbound Humming Bird during its stop at the L&N’s Union Station in Birmingham in July 1954.  Introduced 
in 1947 as an all-coach streamliner, the L&N later added Pullman sleeping cars to its consist.  (Photo by L&N 
Staff Photographer Norman Beasley, Marvin Clemons collection) 


